Iain Chambers underneath Tower Bridge

“That’s the first question everyone asks: ‘What
happens if the bridge lifts when you’re down there?’”
says composer Iain Chambers about his forthcoming
concerts in London Tower Bridge’s bascule chambers.
These are the spaces in the foot of the bridge, below
the waterline, that are filled when it’s lifted. “And well,
there’s an Act of Parliament which says you cannot
deny someone a request. You can politely ask that
people don’t come through [the bridge] on that day,
but you can’t refuse them,” he explains. “You need to
give 24 hours notice, but that’s not an awful lot of time
to pack things up.” On average it’s raised three times
a day.
Chambers was inspired to compose a new work after
hearing an eight minute recording made by Ian Rawes
of the London Sound Survey, which captured the sound
of the bridge being lifted from inside the chambers.
“It’s unbelievable – it’s really musical,” Chambers
says of Rawes’s recording. The composer is not
exaggerating – it verges on an auditory illusion, so
much so that it’s an effort to hear a piece of machinery,
and not a brass section. “It’s really unusual for a
bit of industrial technology to have that much in the
way of pitched material,” he explains. “It’s got these
very dense tone clusters, and to me it immediately
sounded like a piece of music waiting to happen… It
has a narrative: a start, middle, climax, then a really
beautiful ending, and it has a sort of emotion to it
too – it sounds like a lament.”

The Totally Thames festival suggested he plan a
performance inside the chambers, so Chambers has
put together a bill including settings of three poems
by Harold Hart Crane, Emily Dickinson and Abraham
Cowley, sung by soprano Catherine Carter with a
water-themed musique concrète backdrop, and John
Cage’s Aria, with his new composition The Bascule
Chambers, for brass and Rawes’s original recording,
as a finale. 48 people at a time will be admitted to 12
performances held between 26–27 September.
Chambers uses field recordings such as Rawes’s
as compositional building material and also
as a creative restriction. He leaves recordings
unprocessed and without effects, save for playing
with the speed. As a result, he often discovers
harmonies when slowing material down rather than
speeding it up (which, he says, tends to “get a bit
Smurfy”). This naturally feeds into the mood of
finished pieces and lends an accidental romanticism
to his work: slow and mournful requiems for industrial
spaces, laments hidden in concrete and steel.
After the bascule chambers performances are
over, Chambers will begin work on a commission for
WDR radio in Cologne. This is a 25 minute radio play
incorporating recordings from the pan-European
project Work With Sounds, which concerns sounds
that are on their way out, such as kettles, which will
soon be eclipsed by boiling water taps, and faulty
CDs that skip.

Chambers composes largely for radio, both solo
and as part of Langham Research Centre, a group
who perform repertoire for reel to reel tape and other
analogue devices. The quartet of Chambers, Felix
Carey, Philip Tagney and Robert Worby are currently
working on a piece for radio about Nikola Tesla, as well
as a response to Evelyn Waugh’s novella The Ordeal Of
Gilbert Pinfold. Last year they performed a previously
unknown piece for magnetic tape by Christian Wolff.
And they are also known for their performances of
works by John Cage, some of which, due to their
dependence on nearly obsolete devices such as FM
radios, will soon become difficult to play. A collection
of the group’s realisations of Cage’s early electronic
pieces were released last year on Sub Rosa.
Chambers says he finds more of interest sonically
in urban and industrial environments than rural or
natural locations, because they provide more pitched
material that can be recorded and manipulated:
“London buses… when their brakes screech,” he says
animatedly. When the sound of the brakes is pitched
down eight octaves, he continues, “you get this
amazing, glacial music, when something as harsh and
harmonically complex as that is taken down to a really
extreme level. It’s beautiful, crystalline music. I don’t
need to do anything else to that.”  The Bascule
Chambers is at London’s Tower Bridge between 26–27
September: see Out There. iainchambers.com
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